Gilchrist & Soames stands as one of the most
renowned and respected bath and body brands in the
world. With a name that has echoed throughout the
finest hotels, spas, resorts, and private residences
worldwide for over forty years, it is their passion for
pure and innovative products that sets them apart.
What gives G&S such sweeping global reach is not
only the supreme value that they place on creating the
finest bath products available, but also their
unwavering commitment to environmental stewardship
and clean, skin-friendly formulations.
Gilchrist & Soames heritage is steeped in the rich and
established customs of fine English toiletries, married
with years of operational savvy required to service
hotels around the globe. They’ve never forgotten that
the craft they pursue is a traditional one, and they are
proud to offer classic and time-honoured formulations,
carefully blended with updated technologies and
innovative processes, thereby setting the highest
standards for the toiletries market worldwide.

www.gilchristsoames.com

Founded in London more than 40 years ago
Known globally for their heritage steeped in the rich customs of fine English toiletries
Classic and time-honoured formulations carefully blended with updated technologies
Committed to “responsible luxury”, helping hoteliers reduce their environmental footprint
while maintaining the highest possible standards
Dispenser program available with the innovative Disappearing Mini Bracket
Products are free of parabens, phthalates, petrol-derived ingredients, mineral oil, urea, DEA,
TEA, DMDM hydantoin and propylene glycol
24,756 followers on Facebook

Retail bottles are the star attraction of the
Disappearing Mini Bracket dispenser solution!

Disappearing Mini-Brackets
Products in mini-bracket dispensers are offered in
hygienic closed system bottles with discreet liquid
viewing windows, so Housekeeping knows when it’s
time to replace and recycle. The individual aluminium
mini-brackets are mounted easily with 3M tape and
remain hidden behind each bottle. The bracket can be
opened using the key and is attached by sliding the
bottle on and closing the lid to secure.

The London Collection

360ml white, tamper-proof bottles. Glossy black pumps.
Screen printed artwork. Viewing window allows Housekeeping to monitor fill level.
Contains antioxidant-rich botanicals to restore and revive, and a crisp, clean fragrance
Theft-proof Disappearing Mini Bracket mounts to wall with 3M tape
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The Reserve Collection

360ml white, tamper-proof bottles. Glossy black pumps.
Screen printed artwork. Viewing window allows Housekeeping to monitor fill level.
Contains antioxidant-rich botanicals and an effervescent citrus fragrance with teakwood and sueded musk
Theft-proof Disappearing Mini Bracket mounts to wall with 3M tape
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